simulation was developed using the normal modes as independ-6-2-3, Furuedai, Suita, Osaka, 565 Japan ent variables to generate the conformational changes, where a 2 To whom correspondence should be addressed larger step size was taken along a lower-frequency normal mode (Noguti and Gō, 1985). The conformational fluctuations To study the factors determining the collective motions in obtained from a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation were thermal, conformational fluctuations of a globular protein, decomposed into independent, collective motions using a molecular dynamics simulations were performed with a quasi-harmonic method (Teeter and Case, 1990; Kitao et al., backbone model and an atomic-level model. In the back-1991; Amadei et al., 1993) , where a collective motion was bone model, only the C α atoms were explicitly treated with characterized by an eigen vector and an eigen value and the two types of pairwise interactions assigned between the C α larger the eigen value, the larger the conformational fluctuation atoms: atom-packing interactions to take into account the along the eigen vector. Low-frequency vibrational modes effect of tight atom packing in the protein interior and obtained from the normal mode analysis were well correlated chain-restoring interactions to maintain the backbone with the large eigen value collective modes obtained from the around the native conformation. A quasi-harmonic method quasi-harmonic method (Teeter and Case, 1990; Ichiye and was used to decompose the overall fluctuations into inde- Karplus, 1991; Kitao et al., 1991; Horiuchi and Gō, 1991) . pendent, collective modes. The modes assigned to large conformational fluctuations showed a good correlation A backbone model was introduced to study the low-frebetween the backbone and atomic-level models. From this quency vibrational modes of a protein (Levy et al., 1984) .
Introduction
Although the computer power is increasing, this technique is still useful for large systems in obtaining the rough aspects of A protein has a native conformation and an instantaneous protein dynamics from a simple calculation and in understandconformation fluctuates thermally around this native conformaing the essential factors determining the thermal motions in tion. In the protein interior, the constituent atoms are tightly protein. The study of backbone dynamics is, nowadays, also packed and the interactions between the atoms are complicated.
useful in generating a number of main chain conformations The study of the thermal fluctuations is important not only for without a heavy simulation, even though the simulation starts explaining the biological function of a protein, but also for from a poorly determined conformation of experiments. Main understanding the complicated phenomena of condensed matter chain sampling is also useful in the prediction of side chain of finite size.
conformations (Kono and Doi, 1994; Tanimura et al., 1994; In computational work, the thermal, conformational fluctuVásquez, 1996) . ations of a globular protein were decomposed into collective
To extract the essential factors from the complicated motions motions (Brooks and Karplus, 1983; Gō et al., 1983;  Levitt in a protein, we used the backbone model. Instead of neglecting et Teeter and Case, 1990; Horiuchi and Gō, 1991;  the exact, atom-pairwise interactions, we introduced two types Ichiye and Karplus, 1991; Kitao et al., 1991; Amadei et al., of interactions between the C α atoms: chain-restoring and atom-1993). In normal mode analysis, the fluctuations are expressed packing interactions. The former are essentially equivalent to by a linear combination of normal modes (Brooks and Karplus, 1983; Gō et al., 1983; Levitt et al., 1985) . There, the lower the interaction used by Levy et al. (1984) but the latter were not included in their model. We performed MD simulations even though the distances for those pairs were Ͻ10 Å. Once on both the backbone model and on an atomic-level model. the pairs were chosen, these pairs were not altered during Using a quasi-harmonic method, the thermal, conformational the MD simulation (i.e. fixing pair-list). The summation for fluctuations from the simulation trajectories were decomposed Equation 6 was taken over all the pairs of C α atoms (also into independent, collective modes. We compared the collective excluding the pairs taken for Equations 2-4). The contribution modes obtained from the backbone model with those obtained coefficients, c tp and c lp , were set to 3.0 kJ/mol (ϭ 0.717 kcal/ from the atomic-level model. Adopting the collective modes mol; a discussion on this parameter setting is given later). We as independent variables, the conformational space was divided also tested a 12-6 type function for the atom-packing interinto subspaces. The subspaces obtained from the backbone action. However, we do not mention the results from the 12-model were projected onto those obtained from the atomic-level 6 type function, because they were similar to those from the model. We discussed the role of the backbone conformation and 24-12 type function. atom packing in the protein dynamics.
In Equation 5, when the distance between two C α atoms becomes shorter than that of the native conformation, a repulsive force acts. Thus, Equation 5 expresses the effect of Materials and methods the tightly packed atoms in the protein interior. In Equation 6, Backbone model a diameter of 3.7 Å (i.e. approximately the minimum distance In the backbone model, a protein was represented by the C α between adjacent C α atoms in proteins) was assigned to the atoms while neglecting the other atoms. Then, a C α atom C α atoms. Therefore, Equation 6 represents a looser atom corresponds to an amino acid residue and the C α atoms were packing than Equation 5. connected by bonds forming the protein backbone.
We classified the backbone model into five submodels We introduced two types of interactions between the C α (submodels 1-5), where the energy terms were included atoms: chain-restoring and atom-packing interactions. The differently. The switching of terms is given in Table I . former was to maintain the protein backbone around the native Submodel 4 (E ϭ E 1-2 ϩ E 1-3 ϩ E 1-4 ) is essentially equivalent conformation and the latter was to take into account the effect to the model by Levy et al. (1984) . of tightly packed atoms in the protein interior. The chainMolecular dynamics simulation restoring energy was given as
We performed MD simulations on the backbone and atomic-
(1) level models. All the atoms were explicitly treated in the atomic-level model. The molecule for the simulation was a where small globular protein BPTI (Marquart et al., 1983 ; PDB entry
) of 58 amino acid residues taken from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) . and
The atomic-level simulation [100 ps for each simulation, time step 0.5 fs, constant-temperature simulation by Berendsen (1984) , in vacuo, no cut-off operation for the atom pairwise, non-bonded interactions and AMBER energy paraHere, r i,j is the distance between the ith and jth C α atoms and meters (Weiner et al., 1984) ] was performed at 50 and 300 K, r 0 i,j is the corresponding distance in the native conformation. using the program package APRICOT (Yoneda and Umeyama, The summations in Equations 2-4 were taken over all of the 1992). We call these simulations the '50 K simulation' and nearest, second nearest and third nearest pairs along the '300 K simulation' respectively and call the conformational backbone respectively. The contribution coefficients, c 1-2 , c [1] [2] [3] fluctuations obtained from the trajectories the '50 K fluctuation' and c [1] [2] [3] [4] , were set at 300.0 kJ/mol.A 2 (ϭ 71.7 kcal/mol.A 2 ; a and '300 K fluctuation' respectively. Each simulation followed discussion on this parameter setting is given later). The terms an equilibrium simulation (10 ps), which started from an E 1-2 , E 1-3 and E 1-4 are introduced to keep the bond lengths, energy-minimized conformation near the X-ray conformation. bond angles and torsional angles around those of the native Snapshots were stored every 100 steps of simulation. The C α backbone respectively. The function E 1-4 has two local minima atoms picked up from the trajectory were least-squares fitted for each torsional angle: if there is a torsional angle of θ in to those in the X-ray conformation and the average conformathe native conformation (here, θ 180°), the E 1-4 has another tion of the backbone was calculated at each temperature. The local minimum at Ϫθ. The reason for using Equation 4 reason for using only the C α atoms in the fitting is to produce instead of a single-minimum function is the simplicity of the a correspondence with the treatment of the backbone model. function form.
The 50 K simulation was performed to obtain a trajectory in For the atom-packing interaction, we used a 24-12 type which the conformation approximately fluctuated in a harmonic function. We used one of two kinds of functions for this potential surface and the 300 K simulation to obtain a trajectory interaction alternatively, tight packing (E tp ) or loose packing at room temperature (the effect of the in vacuum treatment is (E lp ), as follows: discussed later). The backbone MD simulations were started from the 50 K
average conformation obtained from the atomic-level simulation. The mass of the C α atoms was set at 100 g/mol, which
means that all the amino acid residues had the same mass (a discussion is given later). The time step of the simulation was The summation for Equation 5 was taken over the pairs of C α set to 1.0 fs. This time step was confirmed to be small atoms for those where the distances were shorter than 10 Å in enough by a test simulation (microcanonical MD simulation the native conformation, where the pairs taken in the summation of Equations 2-4 were excluded in the sum of Equation 5, on submodel 1, with the initial temperature set at 300 K), 
for which the motion is parallel to the kth eigen vector, to the A set of eigen vectors calculated from a trajectory apparently constructs a 3n-D space. Six eigen vectors of λ ϭ 0, however, do not contribute to the protein-conformational change. Thus, the eigen vectors essentially construct a (3n Ϫ 6)-D space. Any conformational change can be described by a linear where the relative error of the total energy was~1ϫ10 -4 combination of the eigen vectors. during 1000 steps.
The eigen vectors were numbered in descending order of For each backbone submodel, a sampling simulation was the eigen value in this study. We divided the conformational performed (500 ps at 300 K) after an equilibrium simulation space into five subspaces: subspace 1 was constructed by the (100 ps at 300 K). Snapshots were stored every 100 steps. The first to fortieth eigen vectors, subspace 2 by the forty-first to molecular translation and rotation were reset every 1000 steps. eightieth, subspace 3 by the eighty-first to one hundred and Analysis of trajectory twentieth, subspace 4 by the one hundred and twenty-first to one hundred and sixtieth and subspace 5 by the one hundred We decomposed the thermal, conformational fluctuations into and sixty-first to one hundred and sixty-eighth eigen vectors. independent, collective modes using a quasi-harmonic method
The six eigen vectors of λ ϭ 0 were excluded from the (Teeter and Case, 1990; Kitao et al., 1991; Amadei et al., subspaces. The number of eigen vectors in subspace 1 (i.e. 1993). An analysis of the thermal fluctuations was performed 40) was determined so that the fluctuations within the subspace by comparing the collective modes obtained from a backbone dominate the overall fluctuations by 90% (results shown later). simulation with those obtained from an atomic-level simulation.
Subspaces 2-4 were defined by also taking 40 eigen vectors The quasi-harmonic procedure was performed by diagonalizand subspace 5 by the eight eigen vectors remaining. ing a variance-covariance matrix, each element of the matrix
The contribution of subspace I to the overall fluctuation was being written in the form of a correlation calculated from a given as follows: trajectory.
Here Here, C ij is the (i,j)th element of the matrix, ϽϾ represents an average over the trajectory that was obtained from either 
with a setting i ϭ j ϭ m. The summation Σ k (I) was taken over y 2 , z 2 , ..., x n , y n , z n ], where n is the number of residues (i.e. the eigen vectors within subspace I and Σ k (all) over all the 58). The matrix (size 3n ϫ 3n) is symmetrical (C ij ϭ C ji ). By eigen vectors. diagonalizing the matrix, a set of eigen vectors [v 1 , ...,
The comparison of the fluctuations between the backbone v 3n ] was obtained, where an eigen vector corresponds to an and atomic-level models was performed by a projection independent, collective mode. These vectors, which were between the subspaces. Given subspace I which was obtained orthogonal to one another, were normalized (i.e. v i · v j ϭ δ ij ). from a backbone submodel and subspace J which was obtained The coordinates used for the trajectory average in Equation 7 from the atomic-level model, the projection P IJ was introduced were those from the conformation for the C α atoms which to estimate how much subspace I was constructed by the eigen were least-squares fitted to the X-ray conformation.
vectors in subspace J: The physical meaning of the quasi-harmonic procedure is explained as follows. Given a simulation trajectory on a
harmonic potential surface, the kth eigen vector v k corresponds Here, u i (BB) is the ith eigen vector in subspace I (the term to the kth principal axis on the harmonic surface. A quantity BB was assigned to a vector obtained from a backbone λ k -1/2 (λ k is the kth eigen value) becomes the energy curvature submodel) and v j (AL) is the jth eigen vector in subspace J along the kth principal axis if the trajectory length is long (the term AL was assigned to a vector obtained from the enough. In general, the quasi-harmonic method is equivalent atomic-level model). The first and second summations were to fitting a conformational, probability distribution function, taken over the eigen vectors within subspaces I and J respectwhich was obtained from a trajectory on a Gaussian distribuively and N I is the number of eigen vectors included in tion. For a simulation trajectory of finite length, the eigen subspace I (i.e. N I ϭ 40 for subspaces 1-4 and N I ϭ 8 for values were positive (except for six eigen values of zero, subspace 5). Because a set of eigen vectors (from the atomicwhich resulted from the fix of the molecular translation and level or backbone model) constructs a complete set, P IJ satisfies orientation by the least-square fitting). The larger an eigen the following normalization form: value, the broader the distribution along the eigen vector (i.e. the conformational fluctuation along the eigen vector is large).
Σ J P IJ ϭ 1 (12) In the quasi-harmonic method, the correlation between q i and q j (i.e. C ij ) was given as
The summation was taken over the subspace index J (J ϭ 1-5).
The larger the value of P IJ , the more similar are the fluctuations within subspace I (from the backbone model) to those within subspace J (from the atomic-level model), i.e. the overlap between subspaces I and J is large.
Results

Root mean square fluctuations
The root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) averaged over the C α was 1.126 Å between the X-ray and energy-minimized conformations, 0.781 Å between the X-ray and 50 K average conformations and 1.435 Å between the energy-minimized and 50 K average conformations. The 50 K average one was closer to the X-ray one than the energy-minimized one was. of the atomic-level simulation was shown in region 1, where residues, region 2 from the twenty-fifth to twenty-eighth, region 3 from the the fluctuation was largest at 300 K, though the largest was in thirty-seventh to fortieth and region 4 from the forty-sixth to forty-eighth. region 2 at 50 K. In Figure 3 , the distance from the molecular The fluctuations were calculated directly from trajectories, without using centre to each C α atom is shown for the 50 K average Equation 8. conformation (the molecular centre was calculated only from the positions of the C α atoms). The four regions specified J ϭ 1-4 and 0.048 for J ϭ 5. These values are smaller than above were far from the molecular centre and, thus, on the the P 11 and P 22 in Tables III-VII Figure 4 for from the X-ray B-factor are shown, where regions 1-3 also the backbone model and in Figure 5 for the atomic-level showed large fluctuations, while region 4 did not.
model. The histograms were considerably different from one The contributions Q I (Equation 9) of each subspace to the another (note that the scale of the vertical axis is different in overall fluctuation are shown in Table II . In any model, Q 1 the histograms). With λ -1 becoming smaller, the molecule was~90% or more and, in particular,~99% for submodels 3-5.
becomes more flexible in a mode. The smallest λ -1 s were 6.30 If the conformational energy surface is harmonic, the mean (for submodel 1), 2.00 (submodel 2), 0.0123 (submodel 3), square fluctuation Ͻ∆r i 2 Ͼ is proportional to the temperature 0.0121 (submodel 4), 0.0861 (submodel 5), 0.433 (the atomicand satisfies a relation Ͻ∆r i 2 Ͼ 300 K /Ͻ∆r i 2 Ͼ 50 K ϭ 6.0. Howlevel model at 50 K) and 0.0581 (at 300 K). The flexibility ever, the ratio was 9.6 (ϭ 1.016 2 /0.328 2 ) from our atomicchanged dramatically between submodels 2 and 3. Remember level simulations. This difference in the ratio can be a measure that the r.m.s. fluctuation also changed greatly between subof the effective anharmonicity in the conformational energy models 2 and 3. In the atomic-level model, the flexibility surface (a discussion is given later).
increased with increasing temperature. Note that if the conSubspace projection formational energy surface is exactly harmonic, the histogram does not depend on temperature. The subspace projection (Equation 11) is given in Tables III-VII. For any backbone submodel, P 11 was the largest in P 1J Discussion (where J ϭ 1-5) and P 22 was the largest in P 2J , except for submodel 5. If the eigen vectors were randomly oriented (i.e.
In recent work (Teeter and Case, 1990; Horiuchi and Gō, if the frame of 168 coordinate axes was randomly oriented), 1991; Ichiye and Karplus, 1991; Kitao et al., 1991 ; Amadei the value of |u i (BB) · v j (AL)| 2 in equation (11) would become et al., 1993) , protein conformational fluctuations obtained from 1/168 ϭ 5.95ϫ10 -3 on average (where 168 ϭ 3n Ϫ 6) and atomic-level simulations were decomposed into independent, collective modes, where a relatively small number of modes the diagonal elements P JJ would become 0.238 (ϭ 23.8%) for dominated the fluctuations. This dynamic feature was commonly observed in various simulations with different sets of potential functions (Teeter and Case, 1990) and with different conditions (Ichiye and Karplus, 1991) such as in vacuo, in a van der Waals solvent or in a crystal field and in our results as well (Table II) . Moreover, our study showed that the tight atom packing is important in keeping the backbone model as rigid as the atomic-level model: by exchanging the interaction from E tp to E lp , the flexibility increased considerably (Table II and Figure 4) . This is the reason why the backbone protein by Levy et al. (1984) , where the atom packing was not taken into account, was too flexible.
The four regions, regions 1-4 as specified in the Results, with large fluctuations were relatively well conserved in both the backbone and atomic-level models (Figures 1 and 2) . Furthermore, one may say that the pattern of fluctuation in Figure 1a and b (submodels 1 and 2) was closely similar to that in Figure 2 (the atomic-level model). However, before discussing how the submodels could produce fluctuations similar to those of the atomic-level model, we consider the effect of least-squares fitting in the calculation of the fluctuation. The least-squares fitting is equivalent to the application of the Eckart condition (Eckart, 1935) , i.e. fixing the molecular centre and orientation. As a result of fitting, the r.m.s. fluctuations were defined in a body-fixed coordinate system for which the origin was positioned at the molecular centre. The least-squares fitting, commonly used to analyse simulation had large fluctuations, as shown in Figures 1-3 . Of course, because the protein surface is more flexible than the interior, large fluctuations are shown for these distant residues (the molecular shape was approximately globular). Consequently, we cannot state that the fluctuations from the backbone simulation were similar to those from the atomic-level simulation just from the agreement in the pattern between Figures 1 and 2.
The scaler product |u i (BB) · v j (AL)| in Equation 11 represents the correlation of motion between the two collective modes that belonged to the different models: a large value of |u i (BB) · v j (AL)| indicates that the collective modes represented by u i (BB) and v j (AL) are similar. In Tables III-VII, P 11 was the largest of all the P 1J (where J ϭ 1-5) in any backbone submodel. This means that the fluctuations within subspace 1, which dominated the overall fluctuations (Table II) , were relatively well correlated between the atomic-level model and the backbone submodels. Thus, we assessed the backbone submodel by P 11 : the larger the value of P 11 , the more efficient the submodel is in describing the backbone dynamics. In a comparison between the backbone with decreasing temperature. When increasing the temperature 50 K escaped from subspace 1 at 300 K. Remember that the subspace projection was normalized (Equation 12 ). An interpretation of the anharmonicity included in the 300 K atomic-level simulation is difficult. Higo (1988) analysed trajectories of the Monte Carlo simulations of a small globular protein (ovomucoid third domain) in vacuo at several temperatures from 90 to 450 K (the simulation started from a relaxed conformation in vacuo, which was obtained from a long equilibrium simulation) and found that the thermal transitions between the energy minima became abruptly frequent above 250 K. Below this temperature the protein behaved approximately as an elastic body, although a few transitions were observed on the protein surface. Consistent results were obtained experimentally Parak et al., 1982; Bauminger et al., 1983; Smith et al., 1990) and computationally (Loncharich and Brooks, 1990; Smith et al., 1990; Steinbach and Brooks, 1993, 1996) . Thus, the protein dynamics at 50 K are dominated by harmonic motions and the transition between the energy minima is rare whether the protein is in water or not (Steinbach and Brooks, 1993) . In simulations at room temperature (Saito, 1992) , which started from an energyminimized conformation near an X-ray conformation, the fluctuations in vacuo involved a conformational deformation induced from a relaxation process in vacuo and in water the fluctuations did not show such a large deformation. Even if enough relaxation was taken for in vacuo simulations, the physical property of the fluctuation at 300 K is probably different between the in water and in vacuo simulations, because the transitions between the energy minima couple with water (Steinback and Brooks, 1993, 1996) . Therefore, subspace projection P 11 relating to the 300 K simulation in vacuo, which possibly involved the conformational deforma- The physical origin of the tight atom-packing interaction is easily understandable. A number of atoms, which are tightly packed in the protein interior, were neglected in the backbone model except for the C α atoms. Thus, two C α atoms on the main chain cannot be closer than a certain distance. The chain-restoring interaction is indirectly rationalized. A native conformation is stabilized under the balance of a large number of complicated interactions in a real system. Then the chainrestoring interaction can be regarded as an effective interaction resulting from those stabilizing interactions.
The chain-restoring and atom-packing interactions were introduced independently. However, the pattern of the interaction network formed by the tight atom-packing interactions is determined by the backbone conformation. Thus, the chainrestoring and tight atom-packing interactions relate to each other. In a given tertiary structure, the backbone cannot overlap and then the backbone fluctuates in movable directions while avoiding the overlap. We presume that the combination of the movable directions determined the collective modes.
The distribution of the eigen values depends on the energy set c 1-2 , c 1-3 and c 1-4 to 300 kJ/mol.Å 2 and c tp and c lp to 3 kJ/mol in this study and the fluctuations of submodel 1 had a similar pattern to those of the atomic-level model from 50 to 300 K in the atomic-level simulation, the molecule (Figures 1a and 2a) . It may be possible to modulate these became flexible as shown in the ratio Ͻ∆r i 2 Ͼ 300 K /Ͻ∆r i 2 Ͼ 50 K contribution terms to yield a better agreement of fluctuations, ϭ 9.6 Ͼ 300/50 and P 11 decreased (except for submodel 5, but we did not because each globular protein has its own the most flexible submodel). This means that some of the conformation and the modulated contribution terms may collective modes in subspaces 2-5 at 50 K were mixed and shifted into subspace 1 at 300 K and some in subspace 1 at depend on the conformation. We also set the mass of all the simulation of BPTI, where the water molecules were explicitly that the function form for atom-pairwise interactions is accurate
Received June 27, 1996; revised December 2, 1996 ; accepted December enough to reproduce the atomic fluctuations, when the calcula- 6, 1996 tion is done under appropriate conditions [treatment by electrostatic interactions and the crystal emvionment were the conditions in the work of York et al. (1994) ]. The importance of the accurate treatment of interactions is also shown in some other work (Saito, 1992; York et al., 1993; Oda et al., 1996) . Although our approach is a convenient technique to obtain the corrective motions qualitatively and roughly, the details of the dynamics cannot be obtained because of the simplicity of the model. However, when the protein to be studied contains some experimental errors or undetermined regions or when the protein is too large to treat accurately, our method is useful. Simplified models have been introduced in chemical physics to extract general and important aspects from complicated phenomena in large systems. Our model highlighted the fact that the backbone conformation and tight atom-packing were determining factors for the collective motions that were generally observed in atomic-level calculations.
